Overview

The United States encompasses a vast territory with different characteristics. Students need to recognize that their state’s physical features do not necessarily mirror other states’ physical features.

Purpose

In this lesson students will 1) use political maps to give directions utilizing a compass rose and to determine distance by using a scale and 2) use...
physical maps to complete a chart of geographical information (climate, vegetation, and natural hazards). This data can then be used to compare states.

**Materials**

- *The Scrambled States of America* by Laurie Keller or show YouTubeVideo (10.14 min) [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jxI9V_LODRM](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jxI9V_LODRM)
- Switching the States worksheet
- Characteristics of the States worksheet
- Atlases or handheld devices and Internet
- Scramble the States worksheet

**Objectives**

The student will be able to:

1. Use a compass rose to give directions.
2. Use a scale to measure distance on a map.
3. Use a political map to identify states belonging to two different regions.
4. Use a physical map to describe a state’s climate zones, vegetation, and natural hazards.
5. Compare states’ climate, vegetation, and natural hazards.
6. Describe how climate changes affect human systems.

**Procedures**

**SESSION ONE**

1. Begin the lesson by reading aloud *The Scrambled States of America* or show YouTubeVideo (10.14 min) [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jxI9V_LODRM](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jxI9V_LODRM)
2. Tell the students that they will now have the chance to scramble the states themselves by choosing two states and switching their places.
3. Distribute copies of the U.S. map (with state names), Regions of the United States – Teacher’s Key, and Switching the States worksheet.
4. Model how to use the Regions of the United States map to select two states that are in different regions. Emphasize that the farther away the states are from each other, the better. Give students time to write down the state and region names. Instruct students to circle the two states they have chosen on their The United States (with state names) map.

7. Read the directions for the next part of the worksheet to the students. Review how to use a compass rose and give an example of directions using cardinal directions. (i.e. “If I’m switching Oregon with Florida, I can start by telling Oregon to go east through Idaho to Wyoming.”) Review how to use a scale and give an example of directions using a scale to estimate distance.
8. Model how they can draw the route on their The United States (with state names) map to help them figure out the directions.
9. Project the Scrambling the States Scoring Guide and explain how the worksheet will be graded.
10. Give students time to write out the directions.
11. Close the session by allowing students to swap directions with a classmate and see if they can follow their classmate’s directions correctly on an unmarked map.

**SESSION TWO**

1. Distribute the Characteristics of the States worksheet and atlases or allow students to use handheld devices and Internet. Tell them that they will need to find physical maps of the United States depicting climate zones, vegetation, and natural hazards. Model finding one map for the class.
2. Read the directions on the worksheet. Demonstrate how to use the physical maps, focusing on map symbols and legends. Model how to complete the chart by giving an example of a state that no student selected.
3. Project the Scrambling the States Scoring Guide and explain how the worksheet will be graded.
4. Give students time to read the maps and complete the chart on the worksheet. Students should describe the state before it switches places with the second state they chose, and after it switches places.
5. Brainstorm how the changes would affect people. (It would be colder-hotter. There will be more-less forests. There will be less-more earthquakes, etc.) Instruct students to answer the question beneath the chart using complete sentences. Students should refer to the chart for information to answer the question.
6. Close the session by having students summarize their state swap and its effects aloud to the rest of the class.

**Assessment**

**Geography**

The Switching the States Worksheet can be graded using the Scrambling the States Scoring Guide. Mastery will be considered a score of 20 points or more.
**Geography, Science, and ELA**

The Characteristics of the States worksheet can be graded using the Scrambling the States Scoring Guide. Mastery will be considered a score of 20 points or more.

**Extensions**

An art or writing component can be added to the lesson.
- Students can draw a cartoon of their states.
- Students can create a journal entry from the state’s point of view describing their journey around the U.S.
- Students could write a poem using the information they learned about their state.
- Students could write a non-fiction report on their state.
- Students can write an essay comparing and contrasting the two states they chose.
- Students can draw postcards with an image of the state on the front and then a description of one or more changes on the writing side.

Individual students or student groups can do additional research into two states they have chosen, and answer some or all of the following questions:

**Wildlife and Climate:**
- What types of wildlife live in your state?
- How would climate changes affect the wildlife?

**State Symbols:**
- What are the state symbols of the states?
- Compare and contrast state symbols.
- Would the state symbols still make sense if the state moved? Why or why not?

**Human Features:**
- What is the population size?
- What are the largest cities?
- Do the states have any famous landmarks?
- Compare and contrast human features of the two states.

**State History:**
- Are the states known for certain historic events?
- What type of people settled the state?
- When did the state become a state?
- Compare and contrast state history.

**Sources**


*The Scrambled States of America* YouTube Video (10.14 min)
[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jxI9V_LODRM](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jxI9V_LODRM)

The Silly States: Where is Your State and City? by Sandra Cloyd
[https://geoalliance.asu.edu/sites/default/files/Lesson Files/Cloyd/CloydSillyT.pdf](https://geoalliance.asu.edu/sites/default/files/Lesson Files/Cloyd/CloydSillyT.pdf)

Regions of the United States (labeled)

The United States (states labeled)